A formula 1s derived to estimate the expected frequency of potential secondary structure of a given stem length and loop size 1n a random sequence of nucleotides of known length and composition. An example 1s provided using the SV40 sequence which shows significant non-randomness 1n stem length but whose significance 1s reduced by more than six orders of magnitude by taking nearest neighbor frequencies Into account.
INTRODUCTION
The wealth of nucleic add sequences has prompted a search for structures that may be of functional significance Including transcription, replication, processing and regulation. Unfortunately, 1t 1s often difficult to know what the expected frequency of a particular structure 1s due to chance alone. Huller and Fitch (1,2) have noted an elevated frequency of potential secondary structures of stem length greater than 5 1n the Intercistronic regions of phages and viruses. This paper presents the method for calculating those expected frequencies of potential secondary nucleic add structures given only Us length, composition and nearest neighbor frequencies. It 1s shown, using the SV40 sequence, that most of the excess of observed over expected potential secondary structures disappears 1f the expected values take nearest neighbor frequencies Into account.
DERIVATION OF FORMULAE Using Base Composition Only.
Let n^ = the observed frequency of the nucleotides 1n a sequence to be examined of length n that are of the 1-th type, where 1 = A.C.G.U (or T) and hence Jn. = n. Further, let f. = n,/n, the fraction of nucleotides of type 1, and c, = the observed fraction of the nucleotides complementary to the 1-th type. Let p = the probability that a randomly Restricting H to be the base complement of I, the first two terms, summed over all I 1s simply the previously calculated probability, p, that I and H base pair. Restricting also G to be the base complement of 3, and summed over all I and J, z (=Zz»») 1s the probability that both pairs of bases are complementary. Hence, the probability that complementarity continues given the first pair 1s complementaryJs P c = z/p. eq'n 7 In practice, 1t Is easier to compute p as the sum of all To calculate the probability p., that a complementary pair follows a non-complementary pair of bases, the preceding logic could be repeated but It Is easier to note that the probability of a pair, p. 1s equal to sum of two probabilities, the probability of base pairing given the preceding pair was not complementary plus that probability given the preceding pair was Indeed complementary. That 1s p = p.q + p c p. Hence P, = P(l-P c )/Q e <l' n 8
Thus all values necessary for eq'ns 3, 4 and 5 are available from a count of n^ and n^,.
RESULTS
The sequence of the DNA virus, SV40 (3,4), was examined for Its distribution of perfect potential secondary structures (1,2), I.e., no G-T base pairing allowed. Stem lengths up to 50 and loop sizes from 3 to 30 were allowed. That analysis Is repeated here except that nearest neighbor frequencies also are considered, G-T pairing Is also allowed, and loop sizes are restricted to the range 3-20.
The first result, using neither GT pairing nor nearest neighbor correc tion ( Table 1 ), 1s that the total number of potential structures observed Perhaps one of these models would give the expected distribution. Since these constraints have nothing to do with secondary structure per se, the models are all random models with respect to that property. Although no good biologist can believe that a variable property Inherent 1n a molecule Is not a basis upon which selection has probably worked, 1t may nevertheless be that an observed distribution may be matched by some random model. If one could model the observed distribution, 1t would probably mean that the total distribution had too much noise to see the cases of selection on secondary structure.
The findings clearly show a non-randomness of secondary structure Is present relative to this model. Moreover, 1f selection 1s the cause, 1t would appear to have selected for long steins and, possibly, for small loops as well, though not necessarily simultaneously. This would not be altogether surprising since longer stems would be expected to be more stable and less likely to arise by chance. It 1s not easy to conclude a priori that selection would have Increased the frequency of the longer structures over expectation. Given discrimination between the more and less useful, one could have as easily Imagined the suppression of the large number of useless small random structures to make the useful ones stand out. Perhaps this would prove to be Impractical 1f the combinational possibilities are so great that any change to destroy one small useless structure only creates others In Its place. The alternative might then be to utilize longer stems so that they stand out by their rarity (as perhaps these data suggest) and/or to actively suppress a specific few, easily recognized, short-stemmed structures except when they serve a functional purpose. This latter 1s a problem of the type mentioned above where the noise 1s likely to be too great to see the effect 1n a global distribution.
